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“Intellectual Writing” is a typical branch in contemporary poetry area in china, it 
was born at 1987. When the “Intellectual Writing” was growing, the meaning of it has 
been changed delicately with time going and with the describer’s different 
understanding. At 1990’s, “Civil Writing” and “Intellectual Writing” had fiercely 
controversy, and the controversy itself is also one of the most important matter in 
contemporary Chinese Parnassus. Most of the researchers have worked so much for 
“Intellectual Writing” and the controversy between “Civil Writing” and “Intellectual 
Writing”. This paper is trying to research the ideology of “Intellectual Writing”, and 
image-building and image-collapsing of “Intellectual Writing”, which hasn’t been 
discussed by other researchers. 
In the first chapter, there are three points: the first is when building the concept 
of “Intellectual Writing”, how did poets focus on identity; the second is what is 
“Intellectual Writing’s ideology when building this concept; the third is the 
consistency in the concept building of “Intellectual Writing” and the building of 
contemporary Chinese social culture. 
In the second chapter, we analyze the text character of “Intellectual Writing”, 
which represent the value point and inspirit source of “Intellectual writing”. There are 
three characters in the text of “Intellectual Writing”: the first is idol and fantasy 
writing; the second is western knowledge writing; the third is technique and 
metaphysics writing. 
In the third chapter, we are discussing about the conflicts between “Civil 
Writing” and “Intellectual Writing”, and the “Intellectual Writing’s crash down 
consequentially. At 1990’s, the conflicts between “Civil Writing” and “Intellectual 
Writing” is not only the conflicts in poem field, but also the conflicts of ideology. The 
criticism and deconstruction of “Intellectual Writing” by “Civil Writing” makes the 
“Intellectual Writing” goes to crash down. 
At the end, we would like to repeat the points: the “Intellectual Writing” is focus 
more on ideology, but ignores the social reality and the literature at the same time, it 
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intellectualism has the advantages and disadvantages at the same time for 
contemporary Chinese Parnassus. The developing of social culture push the 
“Intellectual Writing” become a marginal branch in contemporary Chinese Parnassus. 
And its fate is also the mirror of the whole contemporary Chinese Parnassus. 
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①“知识分子写作”首次提出是在 1987 年 8 月由《诗刊》召开的的第七届“青春诗会”上。 
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